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Dynamically Supported Trench Topography
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A viscous flow model

of a subduction

zone is used to calculate

the near-trench

deformation

and

topography of the overriding plate in responseto tectonic and buoyancy forces. The tectonic force,
which is associatedwith global plate motion, arises from subduction of a cold oceanic lithosphere
that shears the overriding lithosphere along the contact between the two plates. The buoyancy
force arisesin responseto horizontal density variations and tends to relax the existing topography.
The time evolution of the near-trench topography is investigated via a Finite element technique
that solves for the flow field in the overriding plate. The results indicate that the near-trench
topography approachesa steady state configuration, in which the upper surface topography produces a buoyancy force that balances the tectonic force induced by the subducting slab. The
model predicts that the steady state trench depth increaseswith the subduction rate, and hence
explains the correlation between trench depth and subduction rate observed by Grellet and Dubois

(1982). Transition from one steady state trench topographyto another adds or removesmaterial
from the overriding plate; this may result from a changein subduction rate, angle of subduction,
or subduction of a seamount. During a transition to a deeper steady state configuration, the
near-trench stressfield has an extensionalcomponent,which agreeswith the observedextension
in regionsof tectonic erosion. Similarly, during a transition to a shallowersteady state configuration, the near-trench stressfield has a compressionalcomponent, which agrees with the observed
compression of accretionary wedges. Hence, the model explains tectonic erosion and accretion
at trenches as transitional features that indicate a change from one steady state configuration to
another.

INTRODUCTION

found that the relative trench depths can be correlated with

the subductionrate. They showedthat the trench depth
increases
along the trench with subductionrate, as the subsion of subduction zones and indicate the surface location
duction rate increaseswith distancefrom the pole of rotaof a subductionplate boundary. They are characterizedby
tion. They alsofound a correlationbetweenthe averaged
anomalouslydeep topography and a high negative free air
relativedepth of eight subductionzonesand their averaged
gravityanomaly(-200 to -350 mGal) [Hayesand Ewing, rate of subduction.The averagedrelative trench depth can
1970; Watts and Talwani, 1974]. The existenceof negative
also be correlated with the averagedage of the subductfree air anomaliessuggeststhat the deep trench topography
ing lithosphere[Grellet and Dubois,1982;Hilde and Uyeda,
is not compensatedby densemassat depth but is controlled
1983]and the averageddip of the interfacebetweenoverridDeep-seatrenches are the morphologicalsurface expres-

by a dynamic process.

ing and subductingplates[Jarrard,1986]. StatisticalanalAlthough trench topographyvariesfrom one subduction
ysis of large number of subduction zonesindicates that the
zoneto another, someof the large-scaletopographicfeatures
averagedrelative trench depth is only moderately correlated

are universal[Hayesand Ewing,1970]. Figure 1 showsa

schematiccrosssectionof trench topography that illustrates
these features. Trenches are 1-5 km deep, 100-200 km wide,
and extend up to 5000 km along strike. The seaward to-

pographyrisesto the nearbyabyssalplain, whichis 3-5 km
below sealevel. A topographicrise, the "outer rise", is commonly found betweenthe trench and the abyssalplain. The
landward topographyrisesto sealevel or above,depending
on whether the overridingplate is continentalor oceanic. If
the overridingplate is continental,the topographymay rise
up to 6 km abovesealevel; if the overridingplate is oceanic,
the landward topography rises to an island arc, which is
typically about sea level, and farther away subsidesto a
back-arc

basin.

Maximum trench depth and relative trench depth, which
is the difference between the maximum depth and the nearby

with the averagedsubductionrate (R -- 0.45), with the averagedhthosphericage (R -- 0.52), and with averageddip
of interface(R- 0.52) [Jarrard,1986].
Trenchesare characterizedby a high level of tectonic
activity, whichis either compressional
(resultingin accre-

tion) or extensional
(resultingin tectonicerosion).Compression at trenches is reflected in the existence of an accre-

tionary wedge, a wedge-shapedsequenceof sedimentsthat

are highly deformed. Accretionarywedgesare found along
the Sumatra, Java, Aleutians,and other trenches[Karig,
1983]. Extensionat trenchesis reflectedin the lack of sediment depositsand normal faults in the overridingplate.
Thesefeaturesreflecttectonicerosionand are found along
the Mariana, Peru, and the Japantrenches[Karig, 1983].
Stratigraphical studies of near-trench sediments show that

the type of tectonic activity at trenchesmay changewith
abyssalplain (h in Figure1), vary alongthe trenchaxisand time, from tectonic accretion to tectonic erosion and vicefrom one trench to the other. Grellet and Dubois[1982] versa[e.g.,yonHueneet al., 1988].
Copyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.

Seaward trench topography has been extensively investigated by using various models of deformation within the
subductingslab. The subductingplate has been modeled
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as a uniform elastic plate [e.g., Hanks, 1971; Caldwell et
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al., 1976],as an elastic-perfectly
plasticplate [e.g., Tur17,651
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Fig. 1. A schematic cross section of a typical trench showing
the transition of the topography from the nearby abyssal plain,
through the trench axis, to the land above sealevel. Some trenches
are also characterized by an outer rise or by an island arc. VE
is vertical exaggeration, and h is the trench depth relative to the
abyssal plain.

cotteet al., 1978],and as a viscousplate [e.g., McKenzie, Fig. 2.
1977; Melosh, 1978; Melosh and Raefsky, 1980; Zhang et

Schematic diagram of a subduction zone showing the

major elements of the model. A viscous plate overrides an invis-

and is shearedby the subductingslab (dashed
al., 1985]. However,the landwardtrenchtopography,which cid asthenosphere
determines the depth of the trench, has received little at-

line). A sliplayerof finite thickness
(exaggerated
here)accommo-

raphy by treating the overriding lithosphere as an elastic
plate that is bent in responseto anomalous mass of the sub-

indicated at the initial stage by the dotted line and after some
time, as the topography evolves, by the solid line.

most of the deformation between the subducting slab and
tention. Davies[1981]modeledthe landwardtrenchtopog- dates
the overriding plate. The topography of the overriding plate is

ductedlithosphere.Emerman and Turcotte[1983]modeled
the shape of an accretionary wedge, which is the the landward topography adjacent to the trench, by treating the shear deformation between the subductingand the overridwedge as a viscousfluid that is shearedby the subducting ing plates [Jischke,1975; Shreveand Cloos,1986; Wdowin-

slab. Davis et al. [1983]and Dahlenet al. [1984]usedcohe- ski and O'Connell, 1991];it is assumedto be significantly
sive Coulomb theory to model the shape of an accretionary
wedge, where the wedge is analogousto a wedge of soil or
snowin front of a moving bulldozer. The maximum depth of
trenches has been explained both by elastic and viscousme-

weakerthan the subductingslab or the overridingplate. The
near-trench deformation is dominated by tectonic forcesinduced by the subductingslab and, hence, is insensitiveto
forcesthat arisefrom asthenosphericflow that shearthe base

chanicalmodels.Hilde and Uyeda[1983]followedthe elastic of the lithosphere[Wdowinskiand O'Connell,1991]. In orplate model of Davies[1981]to suggestthat the anomalous der to keep the model simple, the asthenosphere
is assumed
mass that bends the lithosphere is a function of the age of

to be inviscid.

the subductinglithosphere;this can explain the depth-age
The overridinglithosphereand the slip layer are assumed
correlation. Melosh[1978]suggestedthat the low topogra- to deformasincompressible
viscousfluidsoverlong time inphy of trenches results from a low pressure generated by tervals.This assumptionneglectsthe elasticstrengthof the
viscousflow in the lower lithosphereof the subductingslab; lithosphere;it can be justified becausethe short horizontal
the pressureand topography are scaledby the subducting length acrossdeep-seatrenchesindicatesnegligiblecontrirate. Grellet and Dubois[1982]usedthe viscousflow model bution of the elastic part of the lithosphere to the overall
of Melosh[1978]to explain the observeddepth-subduction deformation[Meloshand Raefsky,1980]. The longand linrate correlation.

In this study, I investigate quantitatively the landward
trench topography and the depth of the trench axis by using a viscousflow model of the overriding plate as sheared
by the subducting slab. In this model the trench topography is dynamically supported by shear stressesthat the subducting plate induces along its contact with the overriding
plate. Such dynamically supported topographyis consistent
with the negative free air gravity anomaliesobservedabove
trenches.

ear shapeof trenchesmakesit reasonableto neglectalongstrike variations and to use two-dimensionalvertical plane
strain calculations. In this study I follow the plane strain
formulationof Wdowinskiand O'Connell[1991]. There are
three setsof equationsthat governthe two-dimensionalflow:
first, the force balance equation

V. (r - Ip) = pga

(1)

where r is the deviatoric stresstensor, I is the secondrank

identity tensor,p is the pressure,p is the density,g is the
THE

MODEL

A simple model of a subduction zone is used to calcu-

accelerationdue to gravity, and a is the vertical unit vector; second, the continuity equation for an incompressible
material

late the deformation and the shape of the overridingplate.

v.=o

The model (Figure 2) is composedof a subductingslab, an
overriding plate, a narrow slip layer, and an asthenosphere.
The subducting slab, which representscold oceanic lithosphere,is assumedto be rigid and to subduct at a constant
rate. The deformable overriding plate representsa weaker
lithosphere, which is assumedto be homogeneousin order
to keep the model simple. The slip layer representsa narrow region along the contact between the subducting slab
and the overriding plate that accommodates most of the

where u is the velocity; and finally, linear constitutive relations

=

(a)

wherer is the deviatoricstresstensor,• is the viscosity,and

• is the strain rate tensor(•ij = 1/2 (ui6 + uLi)). These
equationsyield the followingdimensionless
governingequation:
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•/V•u- Vp- paGr
where

Gr is the Grashof

(4)

slip layer
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traction free

number

•/o u0

and x0, u0, r/0, and p0 are the characteristiclength, velocity,

viscosity,and density,respectively(Table 1). The dimenPo,V•
traction free
sionlessstrain rate (1) is scMedby uo/xo, and the dimensionless
pressure(p) is scMedby •0 u0/x0. The Grashofnumber representsthe ratio of buoyantto viscousforces[ Turner, Fig. 3. Schematicdiagram showingthe parameters and boundary
conditionsused in the model: x0, lithosphericthickness;Xs, slip
1973]and determinesthe ability of a viscousfluid to respond layer thickness;u0, subductionrate; r/0, lithosphericviscosity;

to buoyancy forces.

r/s, slip layer viscosity;P0, lithosphericdensity; and 0, angle of
subduction.

TABLE

1.

Values of the Characteristic

Parameters

Used in the

Calculations

sphere,atmosphere,and hydrosphere(oceans)are assumed

Description

Value

g
u0
p0

gravitational acceleration
subduction velocity
characteristicdensity

10 m s-2
10-100 mm yr -1
3270 kg m -3

x0
xs

•o
r/s

lithospheric thickness
slip layer thickness
lithospheric viscosity
slip layer viscosity

to

characteristictime (x0/uo)

Gr

(
0

Grashof

number

slip layer parameter
angle of subduction

100 km
10 km
1022-1024 Pa s
102ø-1022 Pa s

1-10 my
0.1-10

10-2-10 -4
20 ø-45 o

to be inviscid and, hence, do not induce deviatoric stresses
on the hthosphere. However, the ocean and the asthenosphere support the nondeviatoric component of the stress
tensor, the pressure, which is assumed to be in hydrostatic
or hthostatic equilibrium. Thus, along the upper surface
the boundary conditions are zero deviatoric stress and hy-

drostatic pressureat the oceanfloor. Similarly, along the
lower surfaces the boundary conditions are zero deviatoric
stress and hthostatic pressure at the base of the hthosphere.
Along the subducting slab a uniform velocity boundary con-

ditionis imposed(u0), whichrepresents
subductionof a rigid
slab (Figure 3). The vertical sideboundary,whichis an artificial boundary, is chosen to be sufficiently far from the
trench so that the arbitrarily chosenzero-velocity boundary

The aboveformulation accountsfor the two forces,tectonic and buoyancy forces, that dominate the near-trench

conditions

will not affect the near-trench

deformation.

The velocity field within the overriding plate is numer-

deformation. At regional scales, tectonic forces, which ically solved via a finite element technique(eight-noded
quadrilateralisoparametricelements)that usesa penalty
are associatedwith global plate motion [Wdowinskiand

O'Connell,1990],canbe treatedassurfaceforcesactingon
plate boundaries. Here, the tectonic force arises from subduction of a cold oceanic hthospherethat shearsthe base

function formulation. The penalty function replaces the
pressure term for an incompressible fluid and is solved by

a selectivereducedintegrationtechnique[Zienkiewiczand
Taylor, 1991, pp. 518-534]. Variousnumericalexperiments

of the overridinghthosphere
alongthe shpzone(Figure2). with 100-400 elements and 100-200 time steps had been
The buoyancy(body) force arisesin responseto horizontal density variations, such as surface rebel, and tends to
relax an existing topography. The tectonic force, which is

alsothe surfaceforce,is introducedthrough the boundary
conditions,whereas the buoyancyforce is determined from

the densityand shapeof the overridingplate. Becausethe
plate tectonic framework providesconstraintson the velocities rather than stressesof plates,kinematicboundaryconditions are most convenient. The tectonic force is scaled to

the velocityboundaryconditionby the slip layer parameter
(•), whichis the ratio of the shplayerviscosityto its thick-

ness(( = *ls/zs); the productof the velocityand the shp
layer parameterhas the dimensionof streSS.The shp layer
parameter representsthe viscouscouphugof the overriding plate to the subductingslab[ Wdowinskiand O'Connell,
1991]. The distributionof the buoyancyforceis determined
by the shapeof the uppersurfaceand its magnitudeby the
density of the overridingplate, which is also the characteris-

tic density(p0). The buoyancyforceis scaledto the tectonic
force via the Grashof number, which is the ratio of buoyancy
to viscousforces. An additional parameter is the subduction
zone geometry which is defined by a single parameter, the

angleof subduction(0).
Along the upper and lower surfacesa traction free bound-

conducted to ensure that the solutions are grid and time
step independent. Because the governing equation is time
independent, the velocity field is solved at successivetime
steps. At the initial time step, the trench depth is identical
to the depth of the subducting oceanic plate, 4 km below
sea level. The overriding plate topography is assumedto be
at sea level, and the transition between the two surface topographiesis hnear and occursover a distance of 100 kin. At
later stages, the position of the mesh points in the overriding plate is updated in a Lagrangian manner by assuming
constant velocity between two successivetime steps. The
position of the mesh points in the shp layer is updated in a
manner that keeps the slip layer parallel to the subducting
slab and optimizes the accommodation of the shear deformation within the shp layer. The vertical location of the
mesh points, at each time step, is set accordingto the vertical position of the nearby mesh point in the overriding
plate. Their horizontal location is calculated by assuming
that each mesh point translates to the new location along a
trajectory parallel to the subducting slab.
RESULTS

Figure 4 shows an example of the flow field within the

ary conditionis imposed(Figure 3) becausethe astheno- overriding plate as calculated with Gr = 1, ( = 0.05, and
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Fig. 4. Velocity solutionsof the flow field in the overridingplate,
as shearedby the subducting slab, at three times, calculated with
the parameters Gr = 1, (• = 0.05, and 0 = 30ø. The velocity is
scaledto the subductionvelocity (u0) and the time to the characteristic time (Table 1). The magnitudeof the flow field decreases
as the topographyevolves. After five time units (5-50 my), the
flow in the overriding plate is negligible, and the topography is
close to reaching its steady state configuration.
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Fig. 5. Calculated steady state topography profiles of the overriding plate showing the sensitivity of the model to its parameters:

(a) the Grashofntunber,(b) the slip layerparameter,and (c) the
angle of subduction. The central curve in all figures is calculated
with Gr = 2, (• = 0.02, and 0 = 30 ø. Notice that plots are ver-

tically exaggerated,and only the near-trenchtopography(_<400
km) is shown.
rameters were chosento exaggerate the topography and the

0 = 30ø, at three different time steps. All along the calculations the tectonic force, which is determined by the three
free parameters of the model, is kept constant. Although
velocity boundary conditions are used, the term tectonic
force is adopted; this is the product of the velocity boundary
condition and the slip layer parameter and has the dimension of stress. The buoyancy force, which is determined by
the upper surface topography, changesas the deformation

trenchdepth (about 25 km). More realisticcalculationsof
trenchdepth (Figure 5) can be obtainedwith a more realistic choice of the parameters.
The sensitivity of the steady state topography to the three
free parameters of the model is shown in Figure 5. The

central curve in all three figures (Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c,
long-dashedhnes)is the steadystate topographyas calculated with Gr = 3, ( = 0.02, and 0 = 30ø at five time

evolves.At the initial stage(Figure 4a), the upper surface units (calculatedin 200 time steps). In eachone of the figtopography is almost flat, and hence the buoyancyforces ures, two of the parameters are kept constant, whereas the
are neghgible. The deformation within the overridingplate third parameter varies in some range that producesrealistic
trench depth. Figure 5 showsthat the steady state depth inis dominated by the tectonic force that shearsthe base of the
with decreasing
valuesof the Grashofnumber(Gr),
hthosphere. At later stages,as the overridingplate deforms, creases
surfacerehefis formed (Figure 4b); as a result, the magni- increasingvaluesof the slip layer parameter((), and shaltude of the buoyancyforceincreases.Becausethe magnitude lower angle of subduction(0). A physicalexplanationfor
the dependency of the steady state topography on each of
of the tectonic force remains constant throughout the entire
cMculations, the magnitude of the total deformation and the parameters can be derived from the balance between
the tectonic and buoyancy forces at the steady state stage.
flow field within the overriding plate decreaseswith time.
After a very long time (five time units (5-50 my) in Figure As Gr increases, the effect of the buoyancy force increases
4c), the topographyapproaches
a steadystateconfiguration with respect to the tectonic force. At the steady state stage
in which the upper surface topography induces a buoyancy and with higher values of Gr, the balance between the two
force that balances the tectonic force. At that stage, the forces can be reached only if the magnitude of the topography decreases,as shown in Figure 5a. As the shp layer
deformation and the flow field are neghgible.
The above example demonstrates that the steady state parameter increases,the magnitude of the tectonic force intopography is completely determined by the three parame- creases. Again, in order to keep the balance between the
ters of the model: Grashofnumber (Gr), shp layer param- tectonic and buoyancy forces at the steady state stage, the
eter (•), and angleof subauction(0). In orderto illustrate increasedtectonic force is balanced by a higher magnitude
the evolution of steady state topography, the model's pa- buoyancyforce inducedby higher topography(Figure 5b).
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Accordingto the simplegeometryof the model, the force
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1-3 x 10•9 Pa s. These estimates are consistent with the es-

that actson the baseof the overridingplate alongthe slip timates of Wdowinskiand O'Connell[1991]. Similarly,the
layeris proportionalto the lengthof the sliplayer,whichde- subductionvelocity and the slip layer thicknessand viscoscreases
with the angleof subduction(cos0). As 0 decreases, ity are usedto estimateshearstressesin the shplayer; these
the lengthof the sliplayerincreases,
whichimpliesa larger areof the orderof 3-10x106Pa (30-100bars).
magnitudeof the tectonicforcethat is balancedby a deeper
Accordingto the model, a steadystate topographyis detopography(Figure 5c).
terminedby the threefree parameters:the Grashofnumber,
slip layer parameter, and angle of subduction.In the calculations, the initially flat topographyreachesa steady state
configurationin 5-50 my. In the real world, a new steady
The steady state topography calculated by the model state configurationcan developfrom an existing trench togivesa quantitative relationshipbetween trench depth and pography in responseto a changein one of the paramethe three model parameters and provides a physical expla- ters. Becausethe topographyvariationsresultingfrom such
nation for the observedcorrelation between trench depth a changearerelativelysmall,the time scaleof sucha change
and subductionrate. Figure 5a showsthat the steady state is shorter, of the order of 0.1-1 my. A new steadystate conDISCUSSION

trenchdepthdecreases
with the Grashofnumber(Gr). Be- figuration is most hkely to be an outcome of one of the
following:a changein rate of subduction,a changein an(equation (5)), the model predicts that the steady state gle of subduction,or subductionof a seamount,which may

cause Gr is inversely proportional to the subduction rate

trench depth increases with the subduction rate. An intuitive explanation for the depth-subduction rate correlation

changethe value of the slip layer parameter.

can also be derived from the model:

explain tectonic erosion and accretion at trenches. If the new

an increase in the sub-

A significantchangein the steadystate configurationmay

duction rate indicates an increasein the magnitude of the
tectonicforcethat must be balancedby the increasingbuoyancy force arising from a deeper topography.
The above explanation to the depth-subductionrate correlation is valid as long as the subductionrate is the only

steadystate configurationis deeperthan the old one, materim is removedfrom the overridingplate. During the transition from a shallowerto a deepersteadystate configuration,
the near-trenchstressfield has an extensionalcomponent,

parameter to vary, while the other parameters remain un-

gionsof tectonicerosion.Similarly,if the new steadystate
topographyis shallower,materiM is addedto the overriding
plate. During the transitional period to a shallowersteady

changed. It is reasonableto assumethat along a single
trenchsystem,the physicalpropertiesof the overridingplate
and of the slip layer do not vary significantly.The one parameter that varies significantly and systematicallyis the

which agrees with the extensional tectonics observedin re-

state configuration, the near-trench stress field has a com-

pressionalcomponent,which agreeswith the compressional
tectonic of accretionarywedges. Accordingto this model,

rate of subduction, which is proportional to the distance
between the trench and the pole of rotation. Therefore, the tectonic erosion and accretion are transitional features at
model's explanation can be applied to the depth-subduction trenchesand indicate a changefrom one steady state conrate correlationobservedalongvarioustrenches[ Grelletand figuration to another.
Dubois,1982]. However,the mode]doesnot explain the obSuch a transition may be recorded in stratigraphic
served correlation between the averagedrelative depth of columnsof near-trenchsediments.For example,von Huerio
eight subductionzonesand their averagedrate of subduc- et al. [1988]analyzedstratigraphiccolumnsof nearthe Peru

tion [Grellet and Dubois,1982],whichare only moderately trench sediments and concluded that initiation of tectonic
correlated[Jarrard, 1986],becausethe angleof subduction, erosion coincided with the time of subduction of the Nazca
the overridingplate thicknessand viscosity,and slip layer ridge. A subductionof a seamountor underwaterridge can
thicknessand viscosityvary from one subduction zone to another. For the samereason,the model cannot be applied to

be translated into the model as a decrease in the thickness of

the slip layer. As a result, the valueof the shplayer parame-

explain the observedcorrelationof averagedrelative trench ter (() increases,
whichcausesthe steadystatetrenchdepth
depth with the averagedage of the subductinglithosphere to increase(Figure5b). Thus, according
to the model,sub[Grelletand Dubois,1982;Hilde and Uyeda,1983]or with duction of the Nazca ridge could have resultedin an increase
the averageddip of the interfacebetweenoverridingand sub- of the trench depth. During the transition to the deeper
ductingplates[Jarfatal,1986].The onlywaythat the mode], steady state configuration, the near-trench stress field has
or any other model, can be applied to explain observations an extensional
component(i.e., favoringtectonicerosion),
from
'
subduction zonesis to weigh the observations
in order to compensatefor changesin the other parameters,
which are generally poorly constrained.
Trench depths of 4-11 km below sea level can be obtained
by various combinationsof parameters; therefore, it is not
possibleto estimate actual valuesof the model's parameters.

which is consistent with the conclusions of yon Huene eta!.

[1988].
The modelpresentedaboveassumes
that the overriding
plate behavesas a homogeneous
Newtonianfluid overlong

periods of time. As a result, temperature variations and
nonlinearities in theology that can affect the deformation
However,it is possibleto estimatesomeof the parametersin and topography have been ignored. However, some effects
the narrowerrangeusedin the calculationsthat are shownin of temperature dependenttheologyare introducedby sepFigure5 (Grashofnumberin therange2-5 andsliplayerpa- arating the earth into a strong lithosphere and very weak
rameterin the range0.01-0.03). Becausethe characteristic asthenosphere. Similarly, nonlinear effects are introduced
viscosityand the shplayer viscosityare the two parameters through the weak slip layer, which accommodatesmost of
that are the leastconstrained,
the aboverangescanmostly the shear deformationin a region of high stresses.Never-

boundvaluesof the viscosities.
The characteristic
viscosity theless,calculationswith temperaturedependenttheology
is estimated
to be 2-5x1022Pa s andthesliplayerviscosity and nonlineartheologymay producesomewhatdifferent re-
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suits. Furthermore, the model assumesa uniform density
structure of the overriding plate and neglects any topography that may arise from horizontal density variations or
from

sedimentation.

Consideration

of more

realistic

den-

sity structure is important, especially in trenches that are
characterized by a thick accretionary wedge, and should be
included

in future

studies.
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CONCLUSIONS

The topography of deep-seatrenches,as indicated by their
high negative free air gravity anomalies,is dynamically supported. The two forces that dominate the near-trench topography and deformation are a tectonic force produced by
subduction of a cold lithosphere and a buoyancy force. The
effect of these two forceson the near-trench topography is investigated by constructing a plane strain viscousflow mode]
of a subduction zone. The model dependson the following
parameters' Grashof number, slip layer parameter, and angle of subduction. The Grashof number representsthe ratio
of buoyancy to viscous forces, and the slip layer parameter
is the ratio of the slip layer thickness to its viscosity.
The results indicate that a set of three parameters completely determines a steady state, dynamically supported topography in the overriding plate. The model predicts that
the steady state trench depth increaseswith shallowerangle
of subduction, decreasingvalue of the Grashof number, or
increasing value of the slip layer parameter. Because the
Grashof number is inversely proportional to the subduction
rate, the previously noted correlation between trench depth
and subduction rate is explained by the model. Transition
from one steady state trench topography to another can be
a result of a changein subduction rate, angle of subduction,
or subduction

of a seamount.

A transition

that

decreases

the trench depth adds material to the overriding plate and
may account for tectonic accretion. Similarly, a transition
that increasesthe trench depth erodes the overriding plate
and may account for tectonic erosion.
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